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Why Daimler selected Xilinx for AI and
autonomous drive
BRANDON LEWIS

Late last month Xilinx announced that Daimler AG has
selected their processing technology for use in future
Mercedes-Benz models. Daimler is the latest of dozens
of automotive manufacturers/suppliers to leverage Xilinx
FPGAs and programmable SoCs in automotive
subsystems.
Read More +

In pursuit of ?Easy-IoT?
CURT SCHWADERER

Making IoT faster to deploy and easier to develop means
different things to different people. Some feel more
finished, pre-integrated software and hardware make
application development easier. Others feel that
standards around security, component integration, and
management are key.
Read More +

Manufacturing MEMS to the quality
standards of multiple industries
MARISEL DE JES?S VEGA, SENSERA

The form factors of integrated circuits tend to fall into
only a few basic categories, while MEMS devices take a
much wider variety of forms, including accelerometers,
gyroscopes, pressure sensors, printer jets, display
devices, microphones, and many others.
Read More +

Five Minutes with?Jens Albers, CEO,

Nanotron Technologies
RICH NASS

Location awareness is a term that?s in vogue. It?s sort of
like positioning, but not exactly. And what?s the top
application for location awareness? Cattle tracking.
Read More +

Free or not free; that is the question
STEFAN SKARIN, CEO, IAR SYSTEMS

As we head into the future with more connected
applications, increasing complexity, and rising security
concerns, it might be tricky to choose a direction in
regard to development tools.
Read More +

Take advantage of APIs to take a typical
USB stick to the next level
DAMIEN COL, HYPERSTONE

From the outside, few things could be simpler than a
USB stick or thumb drive, or an SD-format storage card.
But most generic devices don?t offer features to readily
support the many use-cases made possible by this
physically compact form factor with such a broad reach.
Read More +

Unlocking the power of the GPU for
embedded browsing
STEPHEN REEDER, EKIOH

Consumer electronics often rely on an HTML browser to
provide the presentation layer upon which the UI and
other applications are built. Here I?ll look at how some
browsers use the GPU and contrast this with a more
focused approach.
Read More +

What is endianness?
COLIN WALLS, MENTOR, A SEIMENS BUSINESS

Lessons learned from experience ? commonly from
solving a problem ? are often so much more effective
than any amount of reading in books (or blogs!) ? and
this is how I learned about endianness.
Read More +

Need More Responsive 8-bit Commands and Controls?
The Microchip ATmega4809 is the first 8-bit megaAVR? MCU to combine Core
Independent Peripherals (CIPs) with intelligent analog to enable highlyresponsive command and control applications.
By executing tasks in hardware, instead of through software, ATmega4809
reduces CPU involvement. That means that less code is needed to implement
control functions and fewer CPU interruptions mean faster response times and
lower power consumption.

Leti and Soitec launch a new substrate
innovation center to develop engineered
substrate solutions
ECD STAFF

This agreement brings the traditional Leti-Soitec
partnership to a whole new dimension and includes the
launch of a world-class prototyping hub.
Read More +

Tuxera and Green Hills Software partner
to bring Tuxera Flash File System to
INTEGRITY RTOS
ECD STAFF

The challenge when implementing hard real-time Linux
behavior lies in mastering all processing layers from
BIOS to Linux kernel to user space, since the overall
real-time capabilities are only as good as the weakest
link in the chain.
Read More +

TI and AWS showcase SimpleLink? Wi-Fi and Amazon
FreeRTOS: OTA Update Security and Reliability
Sponsored by: Texas Instruments and Amazon Web Services
Date: August 22, 2:00 p.m. ET
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Modern digitalisation solutions for the
Industrial IoT
ECD STAFF

Hosted by the partners and the Janz Tec team, the allday IoT solutions partner launch event was held in
Paderborn on 21 June, 2018 and saw the partners
present their companies and specialised applications that
round off the Janz Tec IoT ecosystem.
Read More +

Gas Sensing Solutions now certified to
ISO 9001:2015 and doubles the size of
its production facilities and office space
ECD STAFF

"Quality in product and manufacturing has always been
paramount at GSS," said Graeme Addison, Production
and Quality Manager at GSS. "Upgrading from ISO
9001:2008 ensures that we're meeting the latest
standards for quality management."
Read More +

